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As musicians studying at The University of

Manchester, Bonnie (Cello) and Lydia (Viola)

began playing together after discovering their

shared interest in cross-genre string fusion,

combining their love of indie-folk-pop with

instrumental arranging. After cajoling Pete with a

cajon,  they began performing originals and

string covers as a trio in various stairwells. In

March 2017, they formed as a band after an open

mic at the eccentric (and sadly missed) Wonder

Inn.

The Band: Singer-cello : Bonnie Schwarz   

- Accordion/Percussion:  Pete

ShawViola:  Lydia Taylor Bass: Benji

Marrington-Reeve



During their time at uni, Good Habits performed

across across the UK and collaborated with a

range of Manchester-based artists. They

managed to entice bassist Benji into the fun and

together hosted a variety of intimate, fairy-lit

performances. In 2018 they released their debut

EP on iTunes and Spotify ‘Patient World’, their EP

launch gig at GoodStock was transformed and

decorated by album artist Freya Slack creating

‘an Impressive, Interactive show’. (L, Stockdale.

Mancunion)

As of October 2019, Bonnie and Pete launched

Good Habits as a duo project. With this brought a

hoard of new material exploring their unique

instrumental combination. With a mixed folk

background from Irish to Klezmer, Pete’s

performing has had a new influence on their

music, with arrangements that lean towards folk

and nu-jazz.



In January 2020, Bonnie and Pete will be running

away from the English winter, taking the Good

Habits duo on their first ever international tour to

New Zealand. 

 

As international performers in their own right,

they combine their love of musical travelling with

music’s unique ability to connect with people.

from friends and family in New Zealand, they set

out to continue their musical story.

For all information check out our

website:httmp://bonnieschwarzmusic.com/child

After Bonnie and The Trouble Notes crossed

paths in Germany, Good Habits opened for them

on their UK tour in December 2019.


